THE RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Objects of the companies: Wholesale and retail, Catering and tourism, Public administration

School: Partenie Cosma Economic College from Oradea
Student: Bodea Sergiu-Romeo
NEW APPRENTICES/ ARE VERY WELL (1) … NOT (6) PREPARED FOR YOUR VOCATIONAL TRAINING.
The questions are evaluated on a scale from 1 (very good) to 6 (unsatisfactory).

- HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE ROMANIAN SCHOOL SYSTEM?
The math skills of your apprentices are ...

- 67% have 3
- 16% have 2
- 17% have 4

(Math skills)
The *Communication* skills of your apprentices are ...

- 50% rated 4
- 33% rated 3
- 17% rated 2
The general knowledge of your apprentices is...

General knowledge

- 34%
- 33%
- 33%

Legend:
- 2
- 3
- 4
Are you pleased with the vocational training of the apprentices that have a migration background?
Is it difficult to get suitable apprentices?

What is the reason for that?
WHICH TYPE OF SCHOOL DO THE APPRENTICES COME FROM?

The required qualifications by companies:
- sales agent
- cook
- receptionist
- waiter
- travel agent

The deficits of most employed graduates:
- insufficient motivation
- inadequate practical skills
- insufficient language skill (English, French, German other)
- less involvement in volunteer actions

The graphic shows the distribution of qualifications, with technical colleges having 50%, vocational schools having 33%, and other having 17%.
The Economic College „Partenie Cosma” could offer better vocational training to their students by

- developing practical training programs in collaboration with economic agents/representatives from the labour market (in the tourism, catering and commerce sector).
- Involving the school psychologist in professional/career orientation programmes for students.

Could you imagine cooperating with the Economic College „Partenie Cosma” in order to ensure that the apprentices are better prepared for their job?

- Yes 100%